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The coverpicture is a detail of a painting on plywood titled ‘Das neue Wien’(‘The new Vienna’), by the
German-Dutch graphic artist Gerd Arntz. In the 1929s, Vienna was the first major European city
introducing a consistent program for emancipation of the working class with schedules for housing,
urban development, education and culture. The painting symbolized the optimistic mood about urban
life in those days. The painting could be found in the ‘Gesellschafts- und Wirtschaftsmuseum’ (Museum
for Society and Economy). That museum was an early attempt to demonstrate the results of empirical
research in sociology and economics. The painting is gone. The museum was destroyed by the Nazi’s,
who made an end to ‘the new Vienna’. But in 2020 Vienna again is a modern metropolis with high level
welfare arrangements, a dynamic housing market and a successful integration of migrants. And the
‘Wiener Kreis’(Vienna Circle), the scientific vanguard of the 1920s, still is a source of inspiration for all
proponents of reliable and plausible information.
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Preface: what are you going to read?

This syllabus ‘Celebrating 25 years of knowledge’ is offering you two narratives.
The first narrative is a series of mini-essays about the city of Leiden, the European context of its development
and its future outlook. We choose for a ‘meandering’ form, writing from four perspectives: Leiden 1980, Leiden
2020, Europe 190, Europe 2020. You can read from beginning to end. You can also start reading in any miniessay.
The bottom-line of the first narrative is that Leiden started in 1980 as a poor industrial county town – one of
the ‘seven poor sisters’ in The Netherlands of those days – and arrived in 2020 as a thriving European
knowledge hub.
The second narrative in this syllabus introduces you to some of Leiden’s new ’sisters’: knowledge hubs
elsewhere in the continent. We sum up four examples, together they form a mirror for modern Leiden. Just ask
yourself: what do I find interesting? Is there something I can connect with? The four examples open up the
wide theatre of action for our local ecosystem.
This syllabus accompanies a public masterclass of August 25th, 2022. With this masterclass - in PLNT, Centre for
Innovation and Entrepeneurship – we celebrate 25 years as a consultancy firm for policy-innovation, social
organization and region building.
Blaauwberg is established in Leiden since 1997. It took its name from the Blaauwberg business area, in
Capetown, South Africa. In 1997 South Africa was an emerging democracy. And it still is. A troubled country,
but also a country leading in social experiments.
We are the only business in the country calling itself a ‘sociological consultancy’. We are active in market
circumstances. But we do so with academic curiosity. And we gladly use our curiosity to ask questions about
our city and the way of life it stands for.
We could have celebrated our anniversary with a great party for clients, friends and colleagues. Why do we
celebrate with a masterclass?
Because we like a roadshow of knowledge. Good sociological knowledge: facts, figures, their relations, their
history, their explanation. A colleague once called our work a social CSI, a Crime Scene Investigation. Basically
the simple question: what is going on?
Why do we like knowledge?
Because it is fun to know a lot and to come to terms with your own position in the big picture.
People often ask us how come we know so much.
The shortest answer, in just three words: No Social Media.
The slightly longer answer: we read books and talk about them. Social media disrupt you and disconnect you
from your environment. Books reinforce your selfmanagement and selfconfidence.
You don’t agree? We will try again during our next anniversary.
You are curious? Sit down and enjoy!
Blaauwbergteam:
Aart van Bochove (text)
Jeroen Bos
Rob Manders
Marijke Vogelpohl
Ute Jansen (text)
Leo Stoppels
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Part 1: mini-essays about 40 years urban development
1. Leiden 1980: rich sisters poor sisters
In the late 1970s, the world of fossil energy was dominated by the ‘Seven Rich Sisters’, the
multinational oil companies.
As a metaphor for the contrast between their fabulous wealth and the state of the country, the phrase
‘the Seven Poor Sisters’ was coined: derelict industrial towns, with a high unemployment, bleak social
perspectives and a ruinous cityscape.
It was a well-known phenomenon across Western Europe and Northern America: the traditional
industries based on fossil fuel (coal and oil), large volumes and cheap labour, had brought prosperity
to their societies. But now they were losing competition with the emerging industrial nations in Asia.
The first competitors were Korea and Japan, in those days still called ‘low wage countries’.
The loss of the traditional industrial base threw hundreds of cities into a deep crisis. Some areas never
recovered from the urban decay of the 1970s. In North-America, the crisis made an end to the postwar
optimism of The American Century. The ‘rust belt’ states appeared on the map: counties literally filled
with old iron and crumbling roads. Their people left for better places. Or they stayed and slowly lost
connection with mainstream politics. In 2016, Donald Trump harvested on this impoverished
electorate and started his experiment of populist government.
Leiden was one of The Netherlands ‘poor sisters’, together with Schiedam, Almelo, Maastricht and
others. But Leiden did not take the course of Detroit and Pittsburgh. It not even took the course of
Schiedam or Almelo. Leiden reinvented itself in a radical way.

Graphic expression of an industrial identity, 1919
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2. Leiden 2020: a textbook example
Half a century after the deep urban crisis, Leiden is flourishing as an academic centre. The city passed
through a complete transformation and is now one of the strongholds of the knowledge based
economy in The Netherlands.
The modern city dwellers are quite proud of their heritage of the Dutch ‘Golden Age’, from 1600 till
1670. Leiden was the birthplace of Rembrandt. His statue is still standing in the city and the local
museum De Lakenhal is filled with artefacts from that time.
They might be as proud of their own time. Leiden is a text book example for other cities going through
the transition from fossil energy-based industry to a service- and knowledge-based economy. A large
part of the world is right now starting with the transition: China, India, Southeast Asia, parts of Africa
and Latin America. They might be interested in the Leiden example. There is work ahead for Leiden’s’
city marketing: its contemporary history is worth telling.
Leiden is not alone in gaining wealth and quality in just a generation. To be sure, almost all the world
did. In his great book ‘Factfullness. Ten Reasons we’re wrong about the World – and why Things are
Better than you Think’, Hans Rösling, doctor and statistician, demonstrates that almost all people on
the planet were better off in 2015 than their parents were in 1970. The only exceptions are people in
places as Afghanistan and Somalia. So Leiden made progress already just by riding on the elevator of
the time. But it did something more. It did not make just progress, it changed its character thoroughly.
It entered the select group of ‘knowledge hubs’: cities where science and education get together to
develop, study and sell new knowledge. In this group, cities connect to each other and build regional,
international and even intercontinental grids. They derive their importance from their connectivity,
their place in the network. That is why we call them ‘knowledge hubs’. Or ‘star cities’, as sociologist
Florida calls them in his book ‘The New Urban Crisis’ (we will come to him in mini-essay 21).

3. Europe 2020: shadows of population decline
At the same time, Western Europe has new problems. Part of these problems has a demographic
nature: the post-war baby boom is slowly but finally phasing out. We live on an ageing continent, with
a countryside which in some places is rapidly depopulating. Young and well educated people tend to
move to a limited number of cities. Europe is, like ancient Greece, becoming a society of city states.
There is a sharp contrast between the city states and the surrounding landscape. In the cities, a liberal
life style is flourishing, while outside the cities a ‘left behind culture’ is taking roots.
The second problem – in the cities themselves – is the widening gap between the well-to-do upper
middle class and the remaining underclass. In a highly productive and competitive society, there always
will be people in danger of being left behind. Maybe they will count up to 20% of the population. It is
a minority. But it is still a threat to the historic role of cities.
In history, cities often have been the machinery for emancipation. As we speak, many cities in emerging
countries are fulfilling that role: they offer freedom and better opportunities, education and jobs for
women, the poor, immigrants and newcomers. Let us mention just one example. In large parts of India,
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the social status of women is so low, that female infanticide is a huge problem. Instead of proper
contraception, villages keep their population down by killing baby girls. The resulting shortage of
women in later stages of life, makes women vulnerable for exploitation and human trafficking. But the
cities offer anonymity and liberation from social pressure and archaic codes. Women flee to the cities,
learn to make their own choices and realise their self-determination. The sheer size of India makes this
possibly the most important good news there is to tell on the planet about gender related questions.
To be able to play the role of emancipation machine and motor of upward mobility, cities should have
meeting places for established populations and the new arrivals. They have to offer the right mix of
anonymity and incentives. But in the knowledge hubs, segregation between established populations
and newcomers is too large. They don’t meet any more. In the ‘star cities’ of New York and London,
the mobility machine grinds to a halt. San Francisco is the American number 1 city in two categories:
millionaires and homeless. Both are trapped in their bubble. Vancouver and Amsterdam, two cities
famous for their liberal life style, are going the same way. And the smaller cities – Leiden, Utrecht –
are following. ‘Hollow’ is the word coined for this kind of cities. As knowledge hubs they have historic
predecessors: cities with just one specialization like the seat of the clergy, a temple, a cultural hotspot
or a military garrison. But without the markets, the informal trade, the business districts and the
community centres define the soul of a city.

4. Europe 2020: the rise of populism
The third threat to the status of Leiden and its sisters all over Europe is the political context. Most of
the knowledge hubs in the world have an internationally oriented population. To thrive amidst strong
competition, you need a broad base of diversity and talent. You need scale. A large population of
temporary citizens – living and working with you for a few years, bringing in and taking back new
knowledge, skills and experiences seems to be necessary. In Leiden, the number of internationals is
approaching 35%. That figure includes migrant workers and students. In Amsterdam, the number is
around 50%.
The globalist approach of these cities has brought enormous progress in education, life expectancy
and wealth. But we are experiencing a backlash. Growing numbers of voters are clinging to populist
and isolationist tendencies.
We had samples already of populist politics in practice. The first cabinet-Rutte (2010-2012) was
supported by the right wing PVV. Part of the political price was a financial reduction of 600 mln euro’s
on ‘non-governmental organizations’, international scientific cooperation and other ‘civil society’
contacts. It is incredible how much you can buy for 600 mln, when the work is done by well-motivated
specialists. It took years to develop a small scale infrastructure of civil contacts in scores of countries.
It was destroyed in just one political deal. The self-defining saying is that The Netherlands, as ‘a small
country, has a lot of foreign affairs to care’ about. In 2010, the self-definition stopped after ‘small
country’.
And just recently, Leiden University noticed difficulties in acquiring European research funds, as a
direct result of Eurosceptic remarks by the Dutch prime minister. Just two examples of the high price
of populist politics.
In 1992, American political scientist Francis Fukuyama looked back on the liberation of Eastern Europe
from the communist oppression, just three years earlier. It was an optimistic and energetic episode in
the history of our continent. In his book ‘The End of History’, Fukuyama declares the liberal democracy
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winner of the clash of ideologies. The western type of democracy would dominate the world. There
was just one possible threat to this certainty. At the end of his book he writes:
“Experience suggests that if men cannot struggle on behalf of a just cause because that just cause was
victorious in an earlier generation, then they will struggle against the just cause. They will struggle for
the sake of struggle. They will struggle, in other words, out of a certain boredom: for they cannot imagine
living in a world without struggle. And if the greater part of the world in which they live is characterized
by peaceful and prosperous liberal democracy, then they will struggle against that peace and prosperity,
and against democracy”.

Fukuyama’s prophecy of 1992 is quite frightening. In some respects, most European countries never
were in better shape as nowadays, in the year 2022. The population is better educated, more healthy
and has a higher life expectancy than ever before. Will voters and citizens turn against the success, just
from boredom?
And what will happen to Leiden? Will it be able to keep up its status has knowledge hub? As an open
and welcoming city? Will it be able to connect to its new sisters – knowledge hubs across the continent
– to build a barrier against populism? To build an archipelago of cities where pioneers can breathe free
and start their innovations? Or is it just a tiny island in an ocean of geopolitical forces?

5. Leiden 1980: a city ill prepared for tough times

In 1980, Western-Europe derived its wealth from industry. And the industry was fossil fuel based. But
in the 70s, a widespread crisis in the economic structure developed, due to competition from ‘low
income countries’.
The old industrial cities could flourish because of their location: nearby coal deposits, like Heerlen;
nearby harbours and transport lines, like Amsterdam; or nearby markets, like Leiden. All those
advantages disappeared, since industrial goods could be made much cheaper in other countries. As a
result, the industrial cities fell into a deep urban crisis. In 1960, 34% of the working population in Leiden
earned its living in the industry. In 1990, it was just 2%. The social effects of de-industrialisation in
Leiden can well be compared with the devastation in former coal regions like Limburg or the English
Midlands.
Leiden was extremely hard hit by the industrial crisis. In the mid-19th century, Leiden was the first city
in Holland which developed an industrial base. But it was an old-fashioned, badly planned and badly
financed industry, situated mainly in the inner city. The factories were surrounded by slums: living
quarters for the labour force. Whenever an extension was needed, a few slums were just erased, so a
new wing of the factory could be built. Leiden lacked an industrial elite, a class of the entrepreneurs
and industrialists which shaped city life. Later in the 19th and 20th centuries, the industrial elite in
Eindhoven built good neighbourhoods for the working population. They still exist. The elite started
cultural and sportive initiatives (PSV!). The industrial elite in Rotterdam initiated an educational
institution, which later became the Erasmus University. And the ‘elite’ in Leiden...? They complained
that were too many schools in the city. Skilled labour was not needed in the local factories.
So when the industrial base of Europe started shaking, Leiden was one of the first and hardest stricken
cities. That is how Leiden earned its membership of the ‘seven poor sisters’.
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Streetscene in 1957: shelling beans for delivery to a nearby food factory

6. Europe 1980: the age of the babyboomers
The European urban crisis was deepened by the preferences of the dominant generation. In the early
70s, the ‘babyboomers’ entered the labour market and the housing market in enormous numbers.
They were not only the largest generation ever, but also a culturally monolithic generation. Their
preference was a house with garden in the suburbs, sharply segregated from the business areas in the
cities. The suburbanization took hundreds of thousands of young people to new towns like Houten,
Zoetermeer and Purmerend. Or to residential areas like Merenwijk in Leiden and Loosduinen in The
Hague.
They left behind impoverished inner cities and business districts. The future appeared to be suburban.
As always in post-war Europe, the American culture was leading. Suburban life in the United States
centred around the ‘shopping mall’. The whole concept of a ‘mall’ never became popular in The
Netherlands, but the shopping centre in the neighbourhood was a good adaptation. In Leiden, we
know them now as the Stevensbloem, the Kopermolen en the 5 Mei Plein. The rest of suburbia was
just for living. Working and sporting areas had to be reached by car.
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Babyboomers paradise: new town Lelystad in the 1980s

7. Europe 2020: trouble ahead for suburbia
Just two generations later, the question arises what ‘suburbia’ really is. After forty or fifty years, it is
not longer the expression of life style preferences of the broad middle class. In the United States – still
the highly sensitive thermometer for urban and social development – the suburban belt around the
cities is the scene of new poverty. Hundreds of shopping malls are transformed or demolished. In many
places the large post-war neighbourhoods are getting in trouble. They seem to be built for just one
generation. And now that generation is leaving, they fell prey to decay. Could it be that the ‘suburbia’
is troubling the social and political stability?
In The Netherlands, in this summer of 2022, there is a lot of talk about the crisis between city and
countryside. We have a nitrogen problem. Farmers are protesting. And citizens are supporting the
farmers in their struggle against the cities. But is it really a contrast between cities and countryside?
The Bureau for Statistics has five categories for ‘urban density’. The least populated category is called
‘non-urban’. That category has a density of 500 home addresses maximum, within a radius of 1
kilometre around a average house. In the USA, this density should not lead you to the countryside, but
still to some kind of suburbia. In the least urbanized part of The Netherlands, 3 million people are living,
just 17% of the population. In terms of numbers, there is no contrast between city and countryside.
The great majority of the non-urban population is living in suburbs and in the former ‘new towns’ like
Houten and Zoetermeer. In terms of numbers, the real contrast is between cities and suburbs. What
happened between 1970 and 2020?
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Stedelijkheid in Nederland
■ Niet stedelijk
■ Weinig stedelijk
■ Matig stedelijk
■ Sterk stedelijk

Not urbanized
Little urbanized
Moderately urbanized
Strongly urbanized

■ Zeer sterk stedelijk

Extremely urbanized

8. Europe 1980: education sparked a fire
Europe as we know it, cannot be conceived without a look at education.
Historians talk about three ‘educational revolutions’.
The first one developed around the year 1900. Broad access to primary education ended massive
illiteracy for the first time in history.
The second revolution delivered mass access to secondary education. In the USA, it started as early as
the 1920s. Europe followed in the 1950s. The revolution touched not only young people. Also the adult
workforce went back to the schools. In the 1960s, ‘avondschool’ (night school) was a popular pastime
in The Netherlands. In winter, the well-lighted classrooms were a familiar sight in the dark cities. The
‘mulo’ – nowadays part of the ‘vmbo’, the basics of vocational training – was called the ‘common mans’
university’.
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The third revolution started in the 1960s. Government policies and public expenditure opened the
gates of tertiary education for ever larger groups. In 1968, a new educational system was launched.
The basics of that system are still in place. In 1960, just 4% of the workforce in Leiden graduated from
higher education. Nowadays, it is almost 60% of the local workforce
Having a degree from higher education is not just a professional bonus. To be highly educated is,
statistically, decisive for your income, your health, your access to cultural goods, your life expectancy.
And for highly educated people, jobs, leisure, personal and professional perspectives converge. Not a
sharp segregation of work and leisure, but a multi-layered and diversified environment to combine
work and life is the order of the day.

Education minister Cals, 1968. The sheer size of the education law he carried through parliament, produced the name
‘Mammoth Law’.

9. Leiden 1980: traces of a difficult history
In the late 1980s, the urban crisis started to recede. Government sponsored schemes for urban
renewal brought investments to the inner cities. Leiden, the oldest industrial town in Holland and
poverty stricken by its early collapse, took large advantages of this investments. The Law for the
Municipalities has a famous ‘Article 12’: municipalities unable to cope with their problems properly,
can get extra funding from the national government. The ‘article 12 status’ is seldom granted and
mostly for just two or three years. Leiden enjoyed the status for a record setting 24 years (1969-1993).
But the status comes with a price: the city loses a lot of autonomy and has to tolerate supervision from
provincial and national authorities. Some observers suggest that even now local political culture bears
traces of this long period of supervision: a lack of self-confidence, relatively low ambitions, a hesitation
to take the lead. In political life, Leiden is still ‘just’ a city, instead of a knowledge hub.
The year 2006 offers an example: in that year the city council was washed away by popular sentiment
in its plans for a light rail system. The failure of that plan leaves Leiden as one of the few knowledge
hubs without light rail as a backbone for urban transport.
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Another example is the new branch of Leiden University in The Hague. The branch is growing fast,
supported by municipal actions and investments. In a short time, The Hague has become a knowledge
hub of its own, with a vibrant student life, student housing, specialized institutions and a commercial
offspring. Until now, Leiden has difficulties in finding a strategic answer.

10. Leiden 2020: return of a local economy
The first results of the educational revolution started to put their mark on city life from the late 1980s
on. The city centres offered them the right mix of housing, jobs, cultural environment and public
excitement. In the central business districts of Amsterdam, Utrecht, Leiden, Groningen and Nijmegen
a process of gentrification started, spreading to the adjacent neighbourhoods
Contribution to national value creation

Goods production
Commercial services
Non-commercial services

1970
45%
35%
20%

2015
20%
55%
25%

The economy switched definitely from producing goods to producing services and ideas. The cities had
better cards to accommodate an economy based on education, culture, meeting and knowledge.
Since 1990, industry slowly came back to Leiden. Around 11% of local employment is industrial by
character, up from 2% in 1990. But it is a completely different industry. It is not fossil fuel based, but
knowledge based. Its products are not heavy and voluminous, but small and light. If medicines from
the Leiden Science Park are exported, they almost fit in the hand luggage of a sales agent. There is not
a single company connecting the industrial past with the actual industry Leiden. The city witnessed a
100% make-over

11. Europe 2020: passing the babyboom

In 1980, the babyboomers – the largest generation ever – had just started to take over the institutions
and the economy of Europe. It was a unique episode: just one generation dominating for decades the
cultural life, the opinion building, the political leadership. The babyboomers are now slowly leaving the
scene. In The Netherlands, the boom started with 285.000 babies in 1946. With a life expectancy of 81
years, it is realistic that we will experience a sharp rise in the deathrate around 2027. But the boomers
will stay with us for some time more. In 1969 the birthrate topped 200.000 for the last time.
Statistically, 2050 will be the closing year of the reign of the boomers. What will come after them?
Well, it might be a little empty.
The replacement rate of a population is 2.1. That means that, in order for a long term stability of a
population, 2.1 children per woman have to be born (the 0.1 being needed because not every child
reaches the reproductive age). The average reproduction rate in the European Union is 1.6, for a long
time already. The babyboomers built a broad base. So even a low birth rate means a lot of new
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Europeans. But in the long run, not enough to keep the population stable. Greece, Italy, Romania,
Slovakia and Bulgaria are already shrinking. Poland and Portugal will soon start to.
The north-western part of the continent is the last part to start shrinking, because it is the most
attractive part for migrants from the South and the East. But within the EU, the countries of origin of
immigrants are running dry. Now already, the shortages on the Dutch labour market cannot be solved
any longer by labour migrants. Eventually, also The Netherlands will start shrinking. When the shrinking
will start, is not exactly known. But there are consequences. The Dutch government wants to build a
100.000 extra homes every year. That is the same target as during the babyboom and the post-war
reconstruction in the 1960s. There was a cabinet minister of public housing who had to resign because
he failed to reach the target. Sounds familiar...? But The Netherlands in the 1960s was rapidly growing.
And now the perspective is shrinking, possibly within the depreciation period of the new houses.
Europe is not alone in the prospect of shrinking. It is not well known, but in large countries as Iran and
Brazil the fertility rate dropped from 5 or 6 to below replacement level in just 40 years. The Canadian
journalists Bricker and Ibbitson published a fascinating book about it: “Empty planet. The shock of
global population decline’’. The world is going through what they call ‘the demographic transition’. In
the first phase of the transition, child mortality decreases sharply, thanks to better health care and a
better food situation. That results in the second phase, a fast population growth. In the third phase,
childbirth starts to stabilize and decrease, thanks to better education of women and empowerment of
their reproductive rights. And thanks especially to urbanization: the job opportunities and the personal
freedom of the cities combined with leaving the social status of large families and the traditional
female role of childbearing in the countryside, is a powerful contraceptive.
The only remaining high growth spot on the planet, is Sub Sahara Africa. But even there, indications
can be found that urbanization is slowing down the birth rate.
There is more to say about the exit of the baby boom generation. The Europe of 1980 showed a
remarkable paradox. It was populated by the largest generation ever. A culturally unified generation,
using similar mass media (now considered ‘mainstream media’), leading similar living and career
patterns, all engaged in an educational revolution; but living in countries still having hard boundaries,
national labour markets and national currencies.
40 years later, the paradox is reversed. The new generations are much smaller, have very diversified
ambitions and use an enormous variety of media and cultural and religious expressions. It is estimated
that in the early 1960s the professional structure of The Netherlands could be described in just 3500
occupations. Recent estimates run to 100.000. That poses very basic questions. How do you tell your
children or your neighbours what you are doing for your job? How do you convey your skills to
employers? How do you make groups or classes in vocational training? And mind the public opinion.
Reaching a common ground of values and a body of generally accepted information about our society,
is almost impossible in this universe.
And at the same time, the European continent opened up. You can cross borders without showing your
passport, even without stopping. Students can take exams in hundreds of universities. From Rovaniemi
in northern Finland to Funchal on the Portuguese island of Madeira you can pay with the same
currency. The health regulations for meat and cheese are similar from Greece to Estonia. You can move
from Leiden to Spain without asking permission to any authority.
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12. Europe 2020: a continent of city states
We are witnessing a great experiment: living in a large European ‘free space’, coping with intense
diversity, amidst an ageing population. Well educated, internationally oriented and energetic young
people able to work with differences in talent and culture, are the working capital of society and
economy. And this capital is scarce. There is a competition going on for gaining it.
If you want a good view of the future, you can go to the Republic of Georgia, a popular travel
destination. A beautiful country with a strong historic identity. Ageing arrived early in Georgia. At
independence, in 1990, the country counted 4.8 million people. Thirty years later, only 3.7 mln are left.
But the burden of shrinking is distributed unevenly. In the same period, the number of people in its
capital Tbilisi increased from 1 mln to 1.2 mln. It is a bustling, cosmopolitan and exciting city, thriving
with markets, cultural events and young people. Leaving Tbilisi confronts the traveller with an empty
countryside, ghost villages and a poor left-behind economy. Tbilisi is becoming a city state, connected
to Istanbul, Paris and Frankfurt, but cut loose from its own hinterland. In that hinterland there are
some tourist hotspots, but for city life it has little relevance.
The case of Georgia is extreme, but we see the pattern repeated across the globe. In the United States,
the knowledge is shared and the money is earned around the eastern and western seaboards. That is
where the prototypical science parks are: Harvard in the east and Silicon Valley in the west. The two
most relevant American spaces for us, Europeans. Those places are run by ‘bi-coastals’, the citizens of
both coasts. When they meet each other, they pass the ‘fly over’ people from the country in between.
That is the country which is losing relevance for the rest of the world, voted for Donald Trump in 2016
and rejects abortion rights in 2022.
In the moderate social-political climate of the European Union, the contrasts are not that sharp. Our
welfare state works as a cushion. But the pattern is still there: some hands full of knowledge hubs
thrive as magnets for the young, the adventurous, the well-educated and increasingly also for the
females. The not-so-happy other cities stay behind, with their ageing population.

13. Europe 2020: a new Hanseatic League

A Europe of city states has a historic analogy. In the 15th century, most ‘nation-states’ were either
weak or not in existence. The ‘hinterland’ was badly organised. It could be dangerous to travel from
Deventer to Bremen on the land route. Sea and rivers were more secure, they formed a highway grid
between coasts and cities. A network of trading cities developed, from Bruges in Flanders till Novgorod
in Russia. By ‘trading network’ we imagine ships and harbours. But there is far more to that. You need
arrangements for pricing and quality of goods and services. You need an administration which is
maintained in every member city. You need guarantees for security and free moving of visitors. You
need procedures for arbitration in case of conflicts. Advanced trading requires a lot of knowledge. You
need a common language or ‘lingua franca’. In those days, Middle Low Franconian was that language.
Travelling from Deventer to Bergen in Norway of Tallinn in Estonia, you could use your own language.
That is why the knowledge hubs of our time are considered to be a new Hanseatic league.
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The former Hanseatic cities still show a lot of similarities. Just mind the merchant’s houses, market
squares and warehouses on your next trip to a northern coast or river basin.

A Hanseatic city: Gdansk, Poland

Leiden is part of the LERU-archipelago: the League of European Research Universities, a 23-member
alliances. They are exchanging ideas and concepts, people and inventions. Inevitably they will develop
a common life style and common traits in the cityscape.

14. Europe 2020: populism, choice or fate?

We noticed that surviving in a knowledge based economy in an ageing society, means a competition
for the scarce capital, young and curious people.
Not every city or region is prepared for that competition. The Hungary of prime minister Orban is a
fine example. It is descending into an abyss of populist nationalism. Hungary went from 10.4 million
people in 1990 to 9.7 mln in 2020. And it is the young who are leaving. Hungary has a well-developed
economy, there are opportunities. But the lack of civil liberties and an oppressing opinion climate are
chasing the young and curious away. Hungary refuses the competition. The rest of Europa is grateful
to Mr. Orban: with mushrooming labour shortages, we can use the influx of well-educated Hungarians.
Italy has a problem, too. The Italian culture is dedicated to elderly persons. It is difficult to be
appreciated as a professional when you are younger than 40. Former state president Napolitano was
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95 when he left office. His successor Matarella is 81. Young people are leaving, in search of
opportunities. The fastest growing Italian community in Europe is not in Italy. It is in Berlin. Leiden got
acquainted with Italian restaurants and ice parlours a long time ago. Now we may get acquainted with
Italian knowledge workers, at the university, in the science park, at Esa/Estec.
In The Netherlands, populist parties with an anti-migrant ticket are strong in ‘left behind’ cities and
areas. In an ageing society, the populist electorate blocks solutions for the very problems that make it
vote populist. You live in Emmen or Spijkenisse, in a house which was modern in 1970, but there are
no carpenters who can help you in modernizing; you need care, but there is too little medical staff;
your daughter studied in Utrecht, married to a Frenchman and is now living in Amsterdam; half of the
shops in the shopping centre are standing idle. You feel forgotten and are seduced by the populist
message that ‘the others’- i.e. the migrants – are to blame for your isolation. So what do you do?
Do people vote populist because they don’t have opportunities? Or don’t they have opportunities
because they vote populist?

15. Europe 2020: geography is not decisive

A favourable geographic location helps in being successful in the knowledge economy. But is not
decisive. Leiden made the transition from derelict industrial town to knowledge hub successfully. But
so did Groningen, on the edge of the country. Tromsö lies in Northern Norway, well within the Arctic
Circle. And still it has a thriving, even internationalizing university. In the United States, Raleigh is a fast
growing, multicultural and international relevant knowledge hub in conservative North-Carolina.
Policymakers in The Netherlands were trained in thinking in ‘mainports’ and axes of transport. Hubs of
transport – masses of people, volumes of goods – are considered to be the centrepiece of the
economy. Hence the support for Schiphol, the harbour complex of Rotterdam, the Betuwe railway
from Rotterdam to Germany. In a knowledge economy, however, it is fine to have a geographic centre,
but not necessary. Knowledge hubs don’t build a landmass, they build an archipelago. You can join that
archipelago. Your connectivity counts: secure and stable internet, language, access to professional
associations, access to exchange programs. You can even do without an institution for higher
education. In The Netherlands, Hardenberg, a small city in Overijssel, close to Zwolle, is offering a fine
example: far away from knowledge hubs and airports. But with a high labour participation, great and
innovative industries and a strong lure for young families. It is home of the Larcom, the only privatised
company for employing disabled persons (‘sociale werkvoorziening’) in the country (all others being
run by municipalities). They can do so, because of a strong sense of community and cohesion in the
commercial sector in the region. Local authorities refrain from the traditional game of teasing
neighbours and complaining about cities (‘Calimero effect’). They follow the concept of ‘adaptive
administration’: making alliances with every partner who is willing to do so, private and public, in all
directions.
The case of Hardenberg is good news. Regions in the hinterland are not powerless. Good governance,
an open mind and an eye for innovation and entrepreneurship can bring you somewhere, whatever
your location.
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16. Leiden 1980: the relevance of dedication

What made Leiden so exceptionally successful in the transition from obsolete industrial town to a
modern knowledge hub?
We met already the first reason for success. You need to have the ambition. If the local political scene
wants to create a quiet and monocultural environment for elderly people, is that certainly a legitimate
choice. But don’t complain about a lack of staff, a lack of youth, a lack of finances, a lack of business.
So the first question for a knowledge hub is: are you welcoming towards internationalization? To
students and their needs? To a close partnership between government, institutions for higher
education and local business life? To a climate of experiment? To new start-ups? To young people in
search of their identity?
The second reason for success could be easily forgotten when we only seek a Dutch perspective. But
since this text might be read by people involved in urban transitions elsewhere in Europe, it must be
mentioned. The American analysts Acemoglu and Robinson wondered why some countries have great
prospects thanks to their geography and resources while others have nothing special to offer. And yet
some promising countries turn into a mess and other poorly facilitated countries turn into a great
success. They wrote “Why Nations Fail. The Origins of Power, Prosperity and Poverty”. The book is well
read in many countries, despite its offensive conclusion: authoritarian, corrupt and stealing politicians
can do more harm than any natural circumstance can repair. Good institutions, working for the
population at large and a high morale of non-corruption is far more important than whatever natural
resource. So if in the future any delegation from an industrial city in an emerging country comes to
visit Leiden and wants to hear about a successful transition, don’t forget to talk about decent politicians
and skilled municipal staff. Any constructive policy on the local level does not start with money, grand
designs or power shifts, but with dedicated people. Like the tireless city engineers who rebuilt the
monuments and the canals in the 1980s.

17. Leiden 1980: the contribution of town & gown

There is more to say about the success of Leiden.
Leiden has the oldest university in The Netherlands, founded in 1576. For some time, until around
1800, it was the only university. And it gained a status of a kind of national university. The best civil
servants and diplomats were educated in Leiden. Among them the staff which ran the administration
in the colonial empire of Indonesia, till 1940.
The material heritage of Dutch foreign relations arrived in Leiden: cultural and biologic artefacts from
early travels through Japan, the Near East and South-Asia. They built the foundation of the national
museums that are still established in the city: the Ethnographic Museum (Volkenkunde), the Science
Museum (Boerhaave), the Antiquities Museum (Oudheden), the Japan Museum (SieboldHuis), the
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Museum for Natural History (Naturalis). Those collections are huge. Naturalis is recognized as one of
the five largest centres for natural history in the world.
You cannot excel in all aspects. Groningen University became the power station for the North of the
country, Rotterdam attracted the businessmen among the students, in Amsterdam you studied to
make a better world. Leiden was the window on foreign countries, the national government and the
legal industry. The university was a kind of Vatican City. Leiden University and the Vatican are both
situated in an actual city, but that is just a physical address. The relations between ‘town and gown’ –
as it is called in English speaking countries) were weak.
It helped Leiden a lot that just that started to change in the 1970s.
There are three patterns in ‘town & gown’ relations:
•

The question of valorisation. Valorisation is developing economic and social value with
scientific knowledge. Scientific knowledge is a value in itself and a lot of scientists want to
leave as there: science is science and society is society. Fortunately, there are enough
scientists who like to combine the two. Leiden owes much to biochemist Rob Schilperoort.
He was an excellent scientist, but also a curious observer of social processes. He was
fascinated by the idea of a science park: a cluster of science institutes, laboratories and
businesses, cooperating in developing new products. He had seen them working in the
United States. In 1984, there was some window of opportunity. The municipal organization
was busy with rebuilding the derelict city and few people were interested in the empty lot of
land on the western outskirts. That is where Schilperoort, supported by a few city officials,
started one of the first science parks in Europe. The very starting point was the Academic
Business Centre (ABC): a simple construction shed with room for biochemical start-ups.
That is how the economic reconstruction started.
The organization of the ABC is still there, renamed ‘Biopartner’. It offers today hundreds of
working places to scores of new companies, in five ultramodern buildings. It is a great pity
that in the course of progress the original construction shed was lost. It should stand in the
middle of the park, as a symbol of pioneering time.

•

The question of accepting a social responsibility. There is a moral and political point of view
that getting a higher education or being higher educated is still a privilege. Also in a city
where almost 60% of the working population is indeed higher educated. It is the old point of
view that intellectuals have a special responsibility for society. In the United States, this point
of view inspires the ‘giving back’ programs: students spending time in projects in the
surrounding communities. Leiden was lucky to have students and teachers who showed their
commitment. One important example is the project ‘Parents go Repeating’ (Ouders op
Herhaling). In the 1970s, the educational revolution was well underway. Masses of working
class children entered the new school system with lots of opportunities for a long learning
career (‘dóórleren’). But the support systems were still weak. After school time, children
returned to homes without room for homework and with parents unable to understand what
was going on with their child. In ‘Parents go Repeating’, university students invited the
mothers to come back to the schoolyard in the evening, to learn what their child was going
to learn the next morning. Just the mothers: the fathers – often low skilled, low ambitions,
sometimes violent – were considered to be part of the problem). The project was run by
volunteers and it proved one of the most effective social interventions in the modern history
of the city. You feel the question rising: where are the committed student of today, lending
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their skills as buddies for refugee parents? For youth services? For sports or homework in the
less privileged neighbourhoods of the city?
•

The third aspect of the ‘town-gown’ relation is city quality. Young people not only come to
study or research, they also want to take part in city life. Since young people are getting
scarce and the knowledge hubs get their students out of the brain drain from the hinterland,
the situation is very visible. You can do your own tiny experiment by travelling to Kerkrade,
one of the most ageing communities in the country. Sit down on the Markt for some time on
a Tuesday afternoon and start counting: how many young people, how many walkers and
wheelchairs, how many cheap lease bikes. Look at the shops surrounding the square. How
many of them are catering for senior citizens? Then move to a park and start counting again:
how many people doing physical exercises, how many people sitting in small groups with a
coffee-to-go and a laptop. And then return to Leiden, choose any busy point in the inner city
and do the same counting.
As a city, you have a choice in accommodating the young people: playgrounds in the parks,
cheap office space for start-ups, secure internet in the public space, playgrounds in the parks,
mixing student homes in residential areas, programs for welcoming students, agencies for
‘giving back’ activities. Leiden is lucky to have some of these initiatives, we have PLNT for
innovation, we have the Foundation for Work and Business (Stichting Werk en
Onderneming), offering several multi-company buildings for start-ups without. There is
Technolab, to help young children develop an engineering interest, by means of role models
just a few years older and supported by relevant companies. They contribute to a diverse
cityscape filled with incentives. But it is never finished.
The process of adapting city life to newcomers is never finished. Around 50.000 students are
connected to educational institutions in Leiden. Around half of them are actually living in the
city. Almost all of them are in their formative age: discovering who they are, what they can
do. Knowledge hubs are laboratories for early adopting of new technology, for cultural and
culinary trends, for new political perspectives, for new business models.

Parade with gowns on the annual ‘dies natalis’
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18. Europe 2020: the ingredients of a knowledge hub

In 1990, the American economist Michael Porter published his landmark study ‘The Competitive
Advantage of Nations’. 1990, that is a long time ago. But a really good book does not grow obsolete so
quickly. If you start reading without knowing the date of publication, it will take time before you slowly
start realizing that neither internet nor social media have a role.
The book is one long exercise in thinking about ‘clusters’. Not one or two single circumstances decide
about success or failure of a city or a region, but a group of factors. Together those factors build an
engine. When the proper dynamics between the factors is in place, the engine can hardly be stopped.
We discern at least five factors.
•

It starts with having a knowledge centre, a university, specialized education or specialized
laboratory. It should be an institute of supra-regional importance, not just a regional vocational
training centre. And it helps when there is an institute with an interesting specialization, drawing
visitors from abroad. The great prototype of all clusters is Harvard; Harvard (Massachusetts) is
excelling in everything, from biochemistry to engineering, from social sciences to poetry. But we
cannot all be Harvard. Just two or three reasons for being noticed is fine already.

•

It continues with young people willing to study and spend part of their formative years at the
educational institutions. And preferably, young people who graduate in your town and like to look
for a job in the region. If students see you just as a campus, it is still nice to have them with you,
but it is not going to define you as a knowledge hub. Middelburg is in this situation. Middelburg
developed the University College Roosevelt, a branch of Utrecht University. It gave the provincial
capital of Zeeland the bonus of some student life and youth culture, but until now it did not change
the structure of the economy.

•

A business life is needed to employ those young professionals and to provide an exciting
environment for research. This is a chicken & egg question. Young people are attracted to good
job opportunities. And employers are attracted to places where you can successfully reach out to
new staff. At this point, we lose some candidates. Maastricht, Enschede, and to some extent
Tilburg have renown universities and draw lots of students. But after graduating, they leave the
region. Once Groningen was in the same position. In the 1980s, the saying was that Groningen had
two major export products: natural gas and graduated professionals. But Groningen succeeded in
breaking the deadlock. Information- and communication technology and energy-technology
formed the nucleus of a regional knowledge hub.

•

The fourth factor is a certain level of city quality. In some sense, this is the easiest part. Dutch
municipalities are used to think in public services (‘voorzieningen’): every community of some
substance has a school, some shops, a park, sports facilities or fitness centre. But knowledge
workers are demanding people. They need, for example, a high level of connectivity.
For the political scene in Leiden, internet is just a general service, like water and sewerage.
Compare that to Drenthe, a sparse populated region considered to be outside the mainstream of
the knowledge economy. It is an ageing region and in some parts its liveability is under threat.
Since 2019, the whole of the province is connected to ‘fast internet’. Drenthe is ahead of Leiden
for years. It was result of a cooperation of the province, business life and community initiatives. It
worked out as a way of community building, underlining the self-confidence of the people
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engaged. The Drenthe example shows how you can use a specific topic for placemaking and
branding.
There is more to say about services. Knowledge workers are not really car drivers. Car owning in
Amsterdam, Leiden and Utrecht is the lowest in the country. But they do want international
education, accessible preschool, good connections to the green environment (a lot of them show
up as fitness enthusiasts).
Good information is another thing. The English language in newspapers and bookstores should be
routine.
It ends with values. Knowledge and knowledge workers need a non-corrupt government. Clear
rules and absence of nonsense rules. A welcoming climate for migrants, a high level of hospitality
and curiosity in the population. Tolerance for foreigners and the lhbti-community. Room for
experiment. An agency for volunteer jobs.
The reputation of The Netherlands deteriorated in recent years. The public anti-migrant outcry from
populist parties, is frightening potential knowledge workers away. In Amsterdam, business
associations publicly complain about the xenophobic climate: it is going to cost the economy a lot.
Young people from Poland know they have a choice. And, as the Amsterdam daily paper Het Parool
reported, they discourage each other to go The Netherlands. They prefer Berlin or Stockholm.
The Netherlands has a problem. Does the population really wants to retreat from the competition for
the scarce capital young and well educated people?
The Westland area – south of The Hague – is the national greenhouse of the country. Much money is
earned by the export of vegetables. For the production, many migrant workers are employed. But the
local population does not tolerate them as fellow citizens. Westland wants to see their hands, not their
faces. At the same time, Westland wants to establish itself as a high tech centre, with world class
heating and installation technology.
Certainly, their ambitions are for the birds. Labour is and will be scarce. In due time, nobody wants to
work in Westland.
In this summer of 2022, the world witnesses an exodus of expats and creative engineers from China.
They flee from the depressing control state in which the Chinese government is evolving, worsened by
the uncertainty of new Covid lock downs. In this same summer, the Chinese government is showing
muscles to Taiwan. They could spend their time on a greater problem.

The textbook example of nonsense regulation
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19. Europe 2020: the basic threat

Until now, Amsterdam, Utrecht, Groningen, Nijmegen, Leiden, Eindhoven and Delft are part of the
vanguard of knowledge hubs. They tie young professionals to their ecosystems. Their economies have
a high level of value creation. They form the hard core of the tax base of The Netherlands. There is a
second group of followers: Zwolle, Amersfoort, maybe Breda, certainly The Hague. The Hague branded
itself successful as a city of peace and law. With cybersecurity, they now have a most interesting high
tech specification of the urban ‘brand’. Combining the new presence of Leiden University with a fast
emerging student life, gives The Hague an effective launching platform.
These knowledge hubs (or Hanseatic cities’ or ‘Greek’ citystates) exchange people, ideas, concepts and
value, develop a common life style, build networks to their sisters across borders and draw all the
young talent from the hinterland. They will feel the heat of ageing and depopulation only late in the
century.
Is there a threat to the bright prospects of the knowledge hubs? Yes, there certainly is.
Knowledge is a strange commodity. It is visible in shining corporate architecture on science parks and
in monumental buildings of universities. But the hard core is stowed away in people’s brains and in the
relations people develop. It is a soft commodity, not transported by trucks and cargo ships, but in
congresses and in classrooms. The bottom-line for knowledge is public trust: the trust that knowledge
has a meaning across borders; that knowledge is produced by skilled and non-corrupt people.
And that trust is under threat, by populists, harvesting on the discontent of the suburbs and the
hinterland. We refer to Fukuyama’s sobering prediction, as early as 1992, about the consequence of
popular discontent (see essay 4).
In 2017, Bill Gates - the American billionaire turned philanthropic – warned for ‘the next pandemic’:
since the Spanish flu (1918-1920) there had not been a real pandemic. But a happy pause of a century
was no guarantee at all for the future. Just three years later, the next pandemic arrived. Bill Gates was
hated by Covid sceptics just because of his prediction. And also because of his consult about how to
prepare: reinforcement of research programs, opening and maintaining international communication,
defining early warning systems, training in prevention scenario’s. He pleaded for a strong institutional
framework and a high status for validated research results. And that is exactly what populists want to
destroy: the international institutional framework and trust in science. Certainly, an electoral takeover in Europe of populist majorities would disrupt the knowledge economy.
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A scientific warning turned toxic. Time Magazine in 2017

20. Europe 2020: more for the political agenda

It is quite remarkable that there is a real geographic border between knowledge areas and the rest of
the country. In 2005, there was a referendum about a new ‘constitution’ for the European Union. In
that year, the populist - centrist demarcation line on the political map was not yet as clear as it is now.
But still there was a 100% statistical relation: the larger the part of higher educated people in the
workforce, the more a city voted in favour of the constitution.
Of course, this is just a statistical relationship. There are enough individual higher educated persons,
active in populist movements. As there are enough medium educated people with a liberal and
international outlook on life. But the uneasy statistical truth is that The Netherlands is a divided house.
Is there anything the knowledge hubs can do? We name just two agenda topics.
The first: develop an alliance with other knowledge hubs. The universities already have their European
networks (like LERU) to talk about research, students and other common interests. So should the cities
do. They have a common responsibility in monitoring and stabilizing the liberal democracy and in
upholding public trust in institutions.
The second: make clear you want to bridge the gap. Some municipal councils around the knowledge
hubs or further away shall refuse to look for an own role in the knowledge economy. Too many
populists just want to be angry instead of building something. Or they want to stick to the Calimero
game of opposing important neighbours. Or they just are afraid of change.
But others will seek cooperation with the hubs. Manage that with ‘adaptive strategies’ as we met in
the case of Hardenberg. The late mayor of Amsterdam, Eberhard van der Laan, developed working
relations with the hinterland towns of Delfzijl and Heerlen. That was not only an important symbolic
sign. It also proved to lead to fruitful exchange of knowledge and skills.
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And we have a fine example in Leiden. The great educational initiative of Technolab (see essay 17) has
sister projects in industrial Ijmuiden and in Súdwest-Fryslân.

21. Leiden 2020: the new social question

In essay 2, we dropped the name of Richard Florida already. In 2003, Florida wrote the book ‘The rise
of the creative class’. It was an analysis of the ‘clustering’ of people: creative, productive and welleducated people are the workforce of the knowledge driven economy. And they want to be in each
other’s neighbourhood. Leiden is a good example of an ever growing density. Nearby Katwijk has room
for expanding business. But Katwijk is losing jobs, instead of gaining them. Leiden is already crowded.
And getting more and more crowded. The ‘star cities’ show signs of growth without using more space,
growth without more traffic, growth without more congestion. In 2002, Florida saw this coming with
optimism.
Just 14 years later, he wrote another book: ‘The New Urban Crisis’. We saw the earlier crisis in essays
5 and 6. This new book has another character. The crisis is not poverty, but wealth. The knowledge
hubs have become expensive cities, barely accessible for people without money. The city folk itself is
working hard and playing hard with its own life style companions. Their hub has become a bubble. For
less privileged groups, it is difficult to find a way through the cities,.
Social mobility is one of the main questions in sociology: how do people start improving their own
lives? What support do they need? On the surface, Amsterdam and Leiden are the perfect places to
be. There is a large demand for labour, also for lower skilled labour. But in practice, it is complicated.
Also in low skilled jobs, you need a lot of abilities: a high speed and productivity, language, overview.
There is little time and patience. That is a paradox. A low skilled person looking for an entry to the
labour market might be better off somewhere in the hinterland – in Hardenberg, for instance - as in
one of the ‘star cities’.
Florida calls it a crisis: it is part of the urban soul to attract less privileged people and offer them
opportunities. A city should be an urban melting pot, not a fortified reservation.
We estimate the number of people in Leiden who need some kind of support for a longer time, at
about 15.000, 12% of the population. That is a low number. In other knowledge hubs it tends to be 15
to 18%. It is a minority, but the minority is here to stay. What can we do?
If segregation between the bubble and the less privileged group is indeed the problem, than the cities
should concentrate on making punctures in the bubble. Build a lot of incentives in the public space:
places for some informal trade, food gardens in the parks, informal trade on markets. Start diminishing
the monolithic character of the post war quarters where many less privileged people are living: bring
in working spaces with low rents.
Jan Gehl is the source of the so called ’15 minute city’. Gehl is a Danish urban planner, who analyzed
that an attractive public space is essential for integration and dynamics between groups. All basic
functions of daily life – a shop, a market place, a park or green corridor, a sports field, some cultural or
educational arrangement, or just benches to sit down - must be accessible within a 15 minute walk
from every home. That is what he calls ‘the city at eye level’.
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And create new meeting platforms, buddy projects, ‘giving back programs’, new types of ‘Parents go
Repeating’ (see essay 17). The knowledge hubs are developing a new life style. They should also
develop a new forms of citizenship and solidarity.

22. Leiden 2020: from park to landscape

In 1961, the Twente Technical University was founded, on the former Drienerlo Estate. It was the first
‘campus university’ in The Netherlands: an enclave for education, sports and student housing, inspired
by America examples. A lot of people in Twente regret the choice for a campus till today: neighbouring
cities Hengelo and Enschede would have had far more benefits from students and knowledge workers
in their cities, than on a secluded estate.
But there is no definitive answer on the spatial question about concentration or dispersion of
knowledge activities. Most universities now have both: activities in the city itself and a campus outside.
That is also the situation in Leiden. But Leiden is in some way unique: all activities – including the
science park – can be reached by bicycle or even on foot. Leiden is a small city with a large educational
population.
In the 1980s, the concept of a ‘science park’ arrived: a campus like combination of education, research
and business area. Right now, we see the campuses and science parks draw concentric circles around
them; their surroundings get more and more traits of a campus. A larger part of the city is feeling more
and more like a campus: a knowledge driven cityscape. The process is speeded up by ‘gentrification’,
pushing more urban professionals from the city centre into surrounding neighbourhoods. Where will
it end?
It might end in a ‘knowledge region’, a park- and campus-like setting for much more than just the city.
In The Netherlands, Brainport Eindhoven is leading the outward movement. Brainport is working on
the concept of a ‘national park Van Gogh’. The idea is to create a region with gradual transitions
changes from ‘high urban’ to the green countryside and redesigning the landscape as a comprehensive
zone, including economic activities adapted to the natural situation, biodiversity, permanent research
and citizen science, smart combinations of recreational and natural values. It is an answer to the
physical barrier between city and countryside. And it is also an attempt to create new value to the
countryside as a ‘knowledge park’. The concept is inspired by foreign workers in the Eindhoven area.
They bring with the their experiences from elsewhere.
For instance from Portland, northwest USA. Portland is working to become a 15 minute city by 2030
(see essay 21) for the region: all houses should within a 15 minute walk find the beginning of a green
corridor, passing from high urban to less intensive land uses and ultimate leading to protected nature
reserves. They suggest that in the competition for talent the quality of the green area in of biodiversity
is an important bonus.
The state of the natural environment in The Netherlands is very poor. This summer of 2022, with
farmers rioting on the highways, illustrates how much pain it will cost to gain a new balance between
agricultural and environmentalist interests. Possibly, the concentric circles from the knowledge hubs
outward, can lead to new and non-agricultural ‘pricing’ of biodiversity and natural quality.
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Van Gogh Park as a nature – culture cross-over
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Part 2: meet our new sisters
In 1980, government, education and business were still strictly separated worlds. Since then, the idea
arose that building ecosystems for a knowledge economy requires close cooperation between the
three.
In many countries that cooperation adopted the metaphor of the ‘triple helix’. The triple helix is the
graphic symbol of a dna-string. And in the years around 2000 that multiparty cooperation became
popular, dna and its supporting technology was considered to be a key factor in 21st century science.

The dna-string: graphic symbol of multi-party interaction

The triple helix’ philosophy has led to a wide range of local policies and approaches. Leiden has its own
case (Ecomomie071) as have most knowledge hubs. Best known in the country at this moment is
Brainport Eindhoven.
To manage your own triple helix properly, we find it necessary to connect to the others. And
connecting starts with knowing what they do.
In this second part of the syllabus, we present four mini-narratives of Leidens’ new sisters. We choose
examples from Scandinavia, Germany, Belgium and the United Kingdom. The choice is arbitrarily.
Indeed, there are relations between the Leiden system and these four cases, but there are lines to
other hubs as well, also to hubs on other continents. But the four in our neighbouring countries have
some familiarity: they settle in a political culture which we can recognize. That makes it interesting to
think about what we can learn from them.
You can find documented material – including a first list of ‘lessons learned’- in ‘Local and global in the
knowledge economy’ a Blaauwberg production shortly to be published by Economie071.
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1.

Meet our foreign sisters: the case of Greater Copenhagen

The University of Copenhagen was founded in 1479 and is one of the oldest universities in Northern
Europe. It is a member of globally leading international research alliances such as IARU (International
Alliance of Research Universities) and LERU (League of European Research Universities).
The University’s Faculty of Health and Medical Sciences and the Faculty of Science form together one
of the largest Health and Life Science centres in Northern Europe. The University is also a partner in
the Copenhagen Science City network which aims to create a strong knowledge and innovation
community, to attract business talent and investment, and to increase the number of entrepreneurial
students and spin-off’s. On average, 290 new start-ups are launched out of the University of
Copenhagen each year.
One of the strategic goals of Copenhagen university is to make its value for society explicit. According
to an impact analysis by LERU, the university contributed €3.8 billion GVA (gross value added) and
74,570 jobs to the Danish economy.

University of Copenhagen

The University of Lund is Sweden’s number 2 university and also part of the LERU collaboration. Given
its location at the Southernmost part of Sweden it is not surprising that Lund will focus in its current
strategic plan on reinforced cooperation and integration with universities and other partners in the
Øresund region. Lund University played a key role in the creation and development of five science
parks and incubator facilities (Ideon Science Park, SmiLe Incubator VentureLab, Medicon Village and
Medeon). Since 2016, the university hosts the hypermodern Swedish national laboratory for
synchrotron radiation research, MAX IV. The laboratory is open to scientists from all over the world for
experiments in materials and Life Sciences.
While the universities of Copenhagen, Lund and the Technical University of Denmark are clearly the
most prominent academic players in the region, smaller universities such as Malmö, Kristianstad and
Roskilde also link up with the regional focus on Health & Life Sciences.

The enabling environment
The Nordic ecosystem around the Øresund comprises of three regional entities. On the Danish side,
the Capital Region of Denmark includes the capital city Copenhagen and the surrounding
municipalities, up to northeast Zealand and including the island Bornholm. Region Zealand comprises
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the remaining parts of Zealand and islands such as Møn, Lolland and Falster. On the Swedish side of
the Øresund, the province of Skåne is geographically equivalent to Region Skåne. Together, the three
Danish and Swedish regions form the Øresund Region, whose population was 4.1 million at the end of
2020, with two-thirds living on the Danish side. The Medicon Valley cluster shares the geography of
the Øresund Region. The term Greater Copenhagen is used as an international place brand for the
Danish-Swedish region, and it also designates a political collaboration that encompasses the three
abovementioned regions. Despite the international branding, in Sweden, the name Øresund Region
prevails.

The Øresund /Greater Copenhagen region

The Greater Copenhagen area is Scandinavia's most knowledge-intensive research and business
environment with 4.4 million inhabitants, 42,000 researchers, 190,000 students, 19 science parks and
innovation incubators and 17 universities or colleges of higher education. It is a fertile ground for crossborder contacts and there is an increasing number of people commuting in-between the two countries.
The host regions Skåne and Zealand making the most of the area’s potential and have included plans
for increased cross-border cooperation in their respective strategies. While currently still being one of
Sweden’s poorer regions with a high unemployment rate among non-skilled labourers, Skåne is
developing fast and strives to be a hub and a meeting place in the future. They subscribe to being a
part of the Øresund Region, integrated with Copenhagen and the Capital Region of Denmark in a
common labour market.

The Great Belt bridge – connecting Denmark and Sweden
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Triple Helix collaboration in the region
Greater Copenhagen has a fast growing business community and is internationally known as one of
the leading medico and IT regions. The region has a dense collection of universities, hospitals and
companies within Biotech, Medtech and Pharma with a focus on research and development. It is home
to more than 60 percent of Scandinavia's pharmaceutical industry and is currently Europe's fastest
growing biotech cluster.
Medicon Valley is a bi-national life science cluster and a strategic investment for both Danish and
Swedish government agencies. Danish and Swedish companies, organisations, labour forces, capital
and research merge in the Øresund Region’s life science sector. The main initiators behind Medicon
Valley were the universities in Lund and Copenhagen, strongly supported by the major pharmaceutical
companies in the region; Novo Nordisk, Lundbeck and Astra-Zeneca.
This is apparent when research starts at Lund University and is developed further in Copenhagen, for
example. Danish and Swedish trade organisations work together on conferences and marketing
strategies. Biotech companies recruit expertise from Skåne. Danish companies list in Sweden with the
help of Swedish financial players. Life science companies from Skåne recruit experienced business
managers who have been schooled in Danish global enterprises. And research groups work across the
Øresund to reach joint goals of finding new treatments. Many companies have subsidiaries on both
sides of the Øresund.
Building on the powerhouse of the Life Sciences cluster, Sweden also invested heavily on its own
grounds. The university of Lund hosts since 2016 the hypermodern Swedish national laboratory for
synchrotron radiation research, MAX IV. The laboratory is open to scientists from all over the world for
experiments in materials and Life Sciences.
Another interesting project is the European Spallation Centre (ESS) which is owned by 13 European
countries and will be located in Lund with a Data Management Centre located in Copenhagen. The ESS
is expected to be ready in 2025 and will cost 1.84 billion EUR, the biggest ever investment in a research
infrastructure in Sweden.
In the future, the life science sector in Greater Copenhagen might become even more internationalised
once the construction of the Fehmarn Belt Fixed Link, which began in January 2021, will be completed
in 2029. Hopes are to be able to link northern Germany with Denmark and in extension Skåne, through
easy commuting and travelling in and out of the region, thus having access to an even larger and highly
qualified labour market.

Regional development in tune with the people
Both, Denmark and Sweden are having extensive mechanisms for local participation to strengthen
ownership and commitment. Citizen participation is made easy and politicians are accessible. In
Sweden, people can influence regional development by participating in discussions about everything
from health to climate or integration. There are ambitious regional development plans – for
transparency even available in English. In Denmark, citizens are invited to share their ideas or
suggestions with the chair of the Regional Board. The regional growth and development strategy charts
a course for future development in the capital region. Comprised of growth and development-oriented
components, the strategy builds on dialogue with politicians, local authorities, companies,
organisations, knowledge institutions and citizens.
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Observations
Clear focus
•

The region has positioned itself as a Life Sciences hub fed by highly reputed knowledge
institutions and attractive enough for an international and highly qualified workforce.

Cross-border collaboration: 1+1=3+
•

Most triple helix collaborations share one criteria – they are located in one country. They
might cross internal regional borders but very rarely do they cross national borders. But if
they do and plan it properly - like in Medicon Valley - the effect can be huge. Medicon
Valley portraits itself as a bi-national life science cluster which actively contributes to
regional growth and national wealth. The regions of Skåne, Zealand and Copenhagen are
marketing themselves as Greater Copenhagen, respectively, Øresund region, attracting
jointly substantial (i.e. European) funding and attract companies from all over the world.
In this case, the cross-border collaboration has created a regional powerhouse.

Complementarity between very different regional partners
•

While the Copenhagen area is traditionally wealthy, the Swedish Skåne region belongs to
the economically less developed areas in Sweden. The presence of reputed universities
though made the difference and while Skåne profits from the settlement of more hightech industry, Denmark gets access to a larger labourmarket. WinWin.

Thinking big and strategic attracts international quality players
•

Vision and clever regional planning have created a pull for international quality players in
the Life Sciences to the benefit of the Danish and Swedish economy.
As an example, the Capital region of Denmark, Zealand and Skåne have successfully signed
a cooperation agreement with the US state of Massachusetts - with 6.6 million inhabitants
and an area just over half the size of Denmark – which is known as a centre for high
technology, including advanced biotechnology. Both MIT - Massachusetts Institute of
Technology - and Harvard are located in this state, whose inhabitants have the third
highest average income in the US. Massachusetts has sought to strengthen cooperation
with foreign high-tech centres and decided for the Greater Copenhagen region and
Medicon Valley. This cooperation helps strengthen company networks and promote
business development, and it facilitates access to American research funds.
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2.

Meet our foreign sisters: the case of Greater Manchester

Manchester University is a relatively young university (1824) and has undergone several mergers in its
history, the last one only in 2004. Manchester is proud about its social and environmental impact and
works with government, business and not-for-profit organisations to deliver impact through
innovation and commercialisation of its research. The university is not a member of the European
University clubs such as LERU or Coimbra. Manchester’s main international partnerships can be found
in the Commonwealth, namely Toronto and Melbourne.

Manchester University

As Britain's first civic university, it was founded by and for the people of Manchester. From there
derives its strong social component and its focus on the local community as a fundamental part of its
purpose. Today, this translates in a “From local to global” approach where research and teaching
directly involves and benefits local society but extends to work on many diverse ways to improve the
lives of the 2.8 million people who live in Greater Manchester - and many more millions across the
globe. The priorities of the University and of the community are clearly interlinked. Social responsibility
on a local level and the Sustainable Development Goals on an international level are essential elements
of the current strategy. The university describes itself as a globally‐connected institution, anchored
physically, socially and economically in Greater Manchester, with a clear strategy on how to add value
to the community. Many of the university’s strategic partners in the private, public and third sectors
are also based in Greater Manchester.
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Greater Manchester

The university consequently plays a leading role in the close collaboration of knowledge institutions
across Greater Manchester to contribute positively to the skills and economic challenges of the region.
According to Dame Nancy Rothwell, president of Manchester University, the “aim is to create a worldleading and locally relevant higher education ecosystem for Greater Manchester that will be a model
for other regions..” In 2021, together with the Greater Manchester Combined Authority (GMCA) and
the most important schools and universities in the greater region, the university developed a joint Civic
University Agreement. The pandemic has increased the need to work together to address common
regional challenges, and the agreement – the biggest in the UK – will set out shared priorities and
actions for how universities can support Greater Manchester to build back better. Scale increases the
impact – we are speaking of a combined >100,000 students and a contribution to the regional economy
of 2.5 billion per year.

The role of (civic) universities in social innovation
The ‘civic’ institution is not a new phenomenon – in fact, it dates back to the Victorian period when
the first civic universities were introduced. In the case of Manchester, Owens College Manchester and
Queen’s College Birmingham were ‘pioneering provincial colleges’, founded by local philanthropists,
not the state. In Manchester in 1880, a second version of Owens College became a fully chartered
university in its own right, with a rapid expansion in civic universities following in the late 1880s and
early 1900s.
The Anglo-Saxon model has influenced the current role of university with regard to professionalism
and lifelong learning which are developed within individual students to enable them to act flexibly and
intelligently in the changing situations in their jobs. This idea responds to the current role of university
in developing an entrepreneurial spirit in students to be prepared for and cope with the rapidlychanging needs of the labour market in the knowledge-based society. Today’s civic universities build
on that. However, they combine entrepreneurship with a clear strategy that is informed by close
partner engagement and an objective analysis of local needs. Besides numerous not-for-profit
activities, interesting new concepts are emerging, such as “profit with purpose” projects. One recent
example is the venture capital collaboration of Manchester university together with Leeds and
Sheffield universities as well as i.e. Pension funds, capital investors and the Greater Manchester
Authority, focussing on emerging sectors such as advanced materials, health technology, cognitive
computation and AI. The expectation is that this project will combine attractive returns for
shareholders with wider positive, societal and economic impact, including supporting infrastructure
and high-skilled job creation in the north of England.
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Civic universities should therefore not be mistaken for being first and foremost charitable actors. With
a bottom-up approach deeply rooted in their constituency and a strong entrepreneurial spirit, they
can become important drivers of (social) innovation. In an article of Derby University on the
characteristics of modern civic universities, Prof. John Goddard of Newcastle University proposes that
civic universities should map their activity against the Quadruple Helix Model – an approach for
tackling grand societal challenges by bringing together university, business, government and civil
society – as a way of monitoring its civic work. In his words:
“Social innovation today is thinking about citizens not just as consumers, but as co-producers of knowledge. The
university takes up a new role in this process: a facilitator of developing quadruple helix local partnerships to
address societal challenges such as ageing. They are global challenges but they are also place-based challenges.”1

The enabling environment
Greater Manchester is a metropolitan county and combined authority area in North West England,
with a population of 2.8 million. Greater Manchester is governed by the Greater Manchester
Combined Authority (GMCA), which consists of political leaders from each of the ten metropolitan
borough councils, plus a directly elected mayor, with responsibility for economic development,
regeneration and transport.
Since early industrialization, the area is traditionally outward looking and focussed on international
trade and exchange. Notwithstanding that, recession and Brexit have highlighted disparities within the
area and brought in new challenges. Manchester City had the strongest Remain vote in the North West
- but the majority of districts in the more deprived parts of northern Greater Manchester area voted
to leave the European Union.
Nevertheless, Greater Manchester is continuing to work on innovation and development while staying
responsive and open to civic participation. Since the so-called “Manchester Devolution Deals” starting
in 2016, decentralized public funding became available and, consequently, ambitious plans have been
developed with regard to clean growth and carbon neutrality, health innovation, advanced materials
and digital, creative and media. Internationally, though there are still strong ties with Europe, the focus
slowly shifts towards other world regions such as India and the Far East.

A knowledge ecosystem
Greater Manchester has one of the highest concentrations of health research in the UK, offering an
unique research ecosystem. The Life sciences cluster “Greater Manchester Health Innovation” was
established in 2017. Being the largest life sciences cluster outside South East England, it specialises in
digital healthcare, diagnostics and healthy ageing, bringing together researchers, health and care
providers, patients and communities to deliver large programmes of research as part of the Devolution
Greater Manchester Deal in 2016. This deal comprised £6 billion of public funding to be used by Greater
Manchester for innovation in health and social care.
Collaboration seems primarily driven by the potent knowledge and research infrastructure rooted in
the area and the availability of public (decentralised) funding which allows room for experimenting
and innovating. Partners from industry include start-up’s as well as global players, technical or
1

Professor John Goddard in Blogpost Derby University “What does it mean to be a modern civic university?” Dec 2018 -(www.derby.ac.uk/blog/meanmodern-civic-university)
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pharmaceutical companies as well as private research institutes. Furthermore, Greater Manchester
Health Innovation works structurally with local communities and provider organisations to ensure that
local voices and experiences are integrated in research and innovation projects, thus qualifying as
quadruple helix collaboration.
National UK policy is starting to learn from the innovations taking place in Greater Manchester. A new
proposed legislation for the national health system in the UK is building on the integrated health care
approach taken in greater Manchester since 2016. There is also growing recognition for quadruple
approach to secure better health and wellbeing for everyone and supporting broader social and
economic development in a region.
On the side of civil society, platforms have been established which bring together academics,
practitioners, citizens and political leaders to exchange knowledge and develop creative responses on
concrete challenges. One example is Jam and Justice which develops action-research projects on
different topics, among them also health-related questions. The aforementioned devolution of public
funds has also helped to support these kind of grassroot initiatives which approach issues like the
ageing society bottom-up through citizen’s inquiries for e.g. a new model of care at home.
We have seen that the deeply rooted “civic” commitment of knowledge and research institutions has
created openness and sensitivity for the local context and a feeling of responsibility to deliver tangible
results to the people in the area. That prepared the ground to react appropriately to the enabling
environment which presented itself when Greater Manchester gained increased financial control over
key services including children’s services, health and social care, transport and employment, and skills.
The University of Manchester took a driver’s role in identifying opportunities to work together on
multi-faceted challenges with diverse actors, from large quadruple helix research alliances to smallscale and innovative grassroot initiatives.
Observations
Concept of civic universities
• The concept of civic universities: There are 6 in the UK, all in old industrial cities which
underwent great social challenges in the course of time. As we can see, looking at the
example of the University of Manchester, there is a strong intention to pay back to
community and contribute positively to social change and innovation.
Quadruple helix collaboration
• One could argue that civic tradition has paved the way for a fruitful collaboration with
diverse actors on innovative projects with social impact, as visible in the quadruple helix
collaboration in Great Manchester Health Innovation.
Enabling authorities
• Furthermore, there was a specially enabling factor on the side of the authorities – the
Greater Manchester Devolution Deals allowed the region to decide locally on investments
in key sectors.
Knowledge actors in the driving seat
• And hence, since 2016, one sees the emergence of visionary strategies and the
development of an unique regional research ecosystem. The University of Manchester was
ready to take a driver’s role in this.
Active involvement of civil society
• Civil society is fairly vocal and plays an active part in these recent developments.
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3.

Meet our sisters: the case of Heidelberg – Karlsruhe - Rhein Neckar

Heidelberg is the oldest university in Germany and defines itself as a “comprehensive research
university”. Coming from a tradition of a broad research facility focussing on humanities, social and life
sciences, recent years have seen strategic initiatives to collaborate with complementary technical
research institutes (like Karlsruhe) and, very recently, in October 2021 the foundation of a new Faculty
of Engineering Sciences. Heidelberg is member of diverse international university networks such as
LERU and EU+4.

University of Heidelberg

Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT)
The KIT is a merger of the Technical University of Karlsruhe and Karlsruhe Research Center. Its focus
lies on fundamental research in many fields, such as materials research, particle physics, climate and
environmental research, and biology. KIT attaches high relevance to exchange and interaction with
society and offers several formats, starting from training and educational work and participative
dialogue to providing technology assessment and advice for political decisionmakers.
Besides, the institute runs extensive start-up programmes and high-tech incubators, and works in
close collaboration with the many big businesses in the region such as Bosch, SAP, BASF, Zeiss etc.
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Institute of Technology Karlsruhe (KIT)

Strategic collaboration between University of Heidelberg and the Institute of Technology Karlsruhe (KIT)
The KIT has a strong high-tech focus and all the characteristics of a national research centre, while at
the University of Heidelberg, the life sciences together with research institutes, the medical faculties
and university hospitals occupy a leading position. Both institutions show synergy potential within their
very strong natural sciences. In order to strengthen their mutual strategic position within the German,
European and international academic networks, there is ongoing collaboration on topics like
Correlative Imaging Platform (CIP), Medical Technology for Health (MTH), Nature, Technology and
Society (NTS), Organic Electronics (OE) and Synthetic Biology (SB).
Joint Start-up Projects are just as much a part of the collaborative portfolio as well as the mediumterm collaboration in research networks and the establishment of joint research institutes.
Furthermore, KIT and the University of Heidelberg run together with companies research platforms,
such as the application-oriented InnovationLab, whose focus is on technology transfer.
Other collaborations with private and public partners comprise Biotechnology and Life Science clusters
in the region, driven by a strong business interest and stimulated by the German central government.

The region: business interests create its own region
The Metropolitan Region Rhine-Neckar (MRN) is one of the youngest of the 11 European metropolitan
regions in Germany. In the German decentralized governmental system, these regions are supposed
to act as engines for the social, economic, social and cultural development of a county. As centres of
decision-making with national and international status they are characterized by excellent
infrastructure, a dynamic business environment, a wide range of research and scientific institutions as
well as diverse cultural and leisure opportunities.
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MRN is situated in the bordering area between 3 economically strong German counties (BadenWuerttemberg, Hessen and Rhineland-Palatinum). And, it also situated between 2 strong Metropolitan
regions (Frankfurt/Main and Stuttgart). It is the smallest metropolitan region in Germany and came
into being in 2005 out of the concern to be – despite its considerable economic power - “forgotten”
between the dominating bordering regions. Through lobbying by the local big industry (i.e. SAP, Merck
and BASF), a regional governance structure was created, the cross-county collaboration was fixated
through a state contract and a managing administrative structure was set up where industry, politics
and universities are represented in an unique regional private-public-partnership. The name
Rhine/Neckar has a long historical tradition and enables actors from all three states to identify with
the metropolitan region. The polycentric region also has no clearly dominant core city.
The region has some strong enabling factors:
•
•
•
•
•

big business which is willing to push the region forward,
a high degree of life quality which is attractive for highly qualified workers,
a clear vision for the future with the goal to become a leading European metropolitan region
by 2025,
excellent European accessibility;
a strong research infrastructure.

Heidelberg is a pull factor, Mannheim has a renowned faculty of Economics and there is Karlsruhe, just
a couple of km outside the regions boundaries. Karlsruhe is a hub for high-tech research and also
contributing to the Rhine-Main-Neckar Software Leading Edge Cluster, which is sometimes called the
German Silicon Valley. In that sense, it is strategic creativity to count today’s collaboration of
Heidelberg and Karlsruhe under the “extended” Rhein-Neckar metropolitan regional collaboration. To
formalize the connection, a cooperation agreement was concluded between the Technologie Region
Karlsruhe GbR and the association Zukunft Metropolregion Rhein-Neckar in January 2011.
This example showed already at an early stage the limits of the concept of Metropolitan region. In
areas with so much economic and research power, innovative cross-fertilization develops its own
dynamics and whatever entities are formed will be not able to cover all strategic opportunities.
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Lately, there is increasing mention not only of the Rhine-Neckar, but also the Rhine-Main-Neckar
region (although no “real” formal region), a powerhouse of innovation and economic development
that has spread across administrative borders and does not limit itself to some spatial planning entities.
It might come close to what Henry Etzkowitz describes already in 2002 in his book ‘Making Science
Cities: The “Triple Helix” of Regional Growth and Renewal’ as a planetary system where strong
“planets” pull innovative partners into their gravitational field as satellites, thus forming a system of
interconnection between “planets” and “networks” The story of what today is called the Rhine-Neckar
Life Science Cluster illustrates this trend.

The Rhine-Neckar Life Science Cluster
Rhine-Neckar traditionally holds an excellent academic reputation with regard to Life Sciences. The
University of Heidelberg being one of the German Centers of Excellence, together with the German
Cancer Research Center (DKFZ), the European Molecular Biology Laboratory (EMBL), and the Max
Planck Institute for Medical Research, the different institutes of Heidelberg University and the
University Clinic, form a dense nucleus of biomedical research.
It all started in 1984 when the Technology Park Heidelberg, the first biotech park in Germany, was
established. From the 1990’s, the German central government supported the interaction of local
biotech communities, thus stimulating innovation through triple helix collaboration in the region. The
Rhine-Neckar Triangle (including Heidelberg, Mannheim, and Ludwigshafen) won a nationwide contest
and gained extra funding to develop into a BioRegion (BioRN Network). This and the associated funding
and additional money flowing to the region after being awarded the “Leading Edge Cluster” label in
2008 – in total about 70 million Euros matched by industry partners- allowed the region to grow into
one of Germany’s largest biomedical research cluster. The Biotech-Cluster Rhine-Neckar (BioRN)
stands for the development, promotion, representation and networking of the life-science network in
the region and beyond. Today, the region around Heidelberg is one of the strongest life science hubs
in Germany, consisting of around 1000 bio-tech, health and pharmaceutical companies and research
organizations in close proximity. In the surrounding wider region further centres of academic
excellence are situated: the universities of Frankfurt, Freiburg, Mainz and Tübingen, the Karlsruhe
Institute of Technology (KIT) and several Fraunhofer Institutes. This academic cluster with a focus on
the life sciences falls together with a strong regional presence of global healthcare corporations.
AbbVie, Boehringer Ingelheim, Merck, Roche and Sanofi all have important R&D sites or even their
global headquarters in this wider area which is often described as Rhine-Main-Neckar region.

Observations
Business-initiated regional planning
• In many ways the Rhine/Neckar Metropolitan Region was a singular example of the
implementation of the concept in regional planning practice. This was the first time in
Germany that the accreditation procedure was initiated by regional actors, especially
those in business, and was then later carried forward by the political level. Another unique
feature are the inter-state cooperation and organisational structures, which are set up to
facilitate the connection of public and democratically legitimised institutions with business
actors. The metropolitan region thus serves as a model for business-initiated regional
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implementation in south-western Germany and a "best practice" for institutional and
functional cooperation (Verband/Verein/GmbH)
Concept of regions fading
• In the meantime, the borders between neighbouring metropolitan regions (in particular
with the Frankfurt/Rhine-Main region) have been fading and more and more there is
mention of the Rhine-Main-Neckar area, i.e. regarding the Fin-Tech and IT sectors.
More than triple helix?
• The example of Heidelberg as a central hub in numerous triple helix collaborations which
joined with other (business and knowledge) “planets” and expanded into a wider
“planetary system”, shows the gravitational force of a specialised research cluster (in this
case Life Sciences and Health/Bio-tech) offering an environment where strong industrial
players can lobby government and match governmental funds to stimulate innovation.
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4.

Meet our sisters: the case of the Flemish Diamond

The Flemish Diamond (in Dutch: Vlaamse Ruit) is the Flemish reference to a network of metropolitan
areas in Belgium. It consists of four agglomerations which form the four corners of an abstract
diamond shape: Brussels, Ghent, Antwerp and Leuven. The term came up in the 1990’s and was used
mainly for spatial planning in Flanders, as the name Vlaamse Ruit is not an officially acknowledged
Belgian region.

In terms of population density and economic power, it is a smaller but relevant player among the
league of large metropolitan regions like Randstad and the Ruhr area. If you add London, these
metropolitan areas are also known as the “Blue Banana”.
The Flemish Diamond region hosts several reputed universities, among them Ghent, Leuven and
Antwerp.

University of Ghent
Ghent University is a relatively young university and was founded in 1817. It is renowned for its
research in disciplines such as biotechnology, aquaculture, microelectronics and history.
The Flemish biotech sector is in full expansion. Over the past five years, more than 35 new biotech
companies have been founded and several start-ups have established themselves in Flanders.
Ghent holds a strategic position within the Flemish biotechnology cluster with the TechLane BioScience
park, a triple helix partnership, providing workspace and laboratory facilities for knowledge intensive
companies, research centres and manufacturing activities in the areas of Pharma, Biotech and
Cleantech

University of Ghent

TechLane Bioscience Park, Ghent
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The park hosts the headquarter of the VIB (Vlaams Institute for Biotechnology), an entrepreneurial
non-profit research institute (funded partly by the government and partly by industry), with a focus on
strategic basic research in life sciences. The VIB operates in close partnership with the five universities
in Flanders – Ghent University, KU Leuven, University of Antwerp, Vrije Universiteit Brussel and Hasselt
University. It is driving force behind the evolution of the LifeSciences sector in Belgium.

University of Leuven
The historical University of Leuven was in the 1960’s split into two independent sister universities:
‘Katholieke Universiteit Leuven’ (now KU Leuven) with Dutch as the official language, and the Frenchspeaking ‘Université Catholique de Louvain’ (UCL).
KU Leuven, is a comprehensive university and stands out for its innovations in i.e. medical technology
and BioSciences. It is member of the UNA Europa network which comprises 11 leading European
research universities wanting to foster European inter-university collaboration. Since January 2022,
also the University of Leiden is part of this network.
Regional planning and triple helix collaboration
The concept of the Flemish diamond was popular in the 1990’s and 2000’s for regional planning
purposes. It still serves to put the region in relation to other European metropolitan areas. However,
as for regional planning, today, the Flemish regional authority rather focusses on specialised clusters.
The Flemish cluster policy is an ambitious programme under the direction of the Agentschap Innoveren
& Ondernemen (VLAIO). A cluster is a network of companies that wish to strengthen their
competitiveness through intensive cooperation with each other, with knowledge centers and with the
government. The Flemish Authority creates a favourable environment to attract a maximum of
relevant research, and entrepreneurship to speed up technological transfer and innovation in a specific
thematic domain. Today there are 7 spearhead clusters active, namely in the field of Logistics,
Materials, sustainable Chemistry, Energy, Agro-food, Innovation and Economic Development related
to the North Sea, as well as Health and Care. This latest spearhead cluster is relatively new and
coordinated through an industry-driven network MEDVIA in partnership with VLAIO. It focusses on
cross-fertilization between biotechnology, medical technology and digital technologies. The
universities Ghent and Leuven are important partners in this triple helix collaboration.
The Flemish cluster policy is not unique in Europe. Formation of strong clusters is crucial in order to
establish international competitiveness and thus accelerate innovation and economic growth. An even
stronger acceleration effect can be achieved by connecting the local resources and networks of leading
clusters through cross-border strategic partnerships. Taking the example of Health and LifeSciences, a
“Health Axis” collaboration was formed between the biomedical clusters in Leuven, Heidelberg,
Maastricht and Copenhagen, two of which we discussed earlier. These clusters acknowledged that they
share a common innovation culture, are comparable in strength and have complementary areas of
expertise.
All four Health Axis clusters are centred around internationally reputed universities with excellent
health sciences and a strong tradition in top education and research. Their Technology and Transfer
Offices (TTO) link with a substantial health industry base around them. The Health Axis is focused on
complementary health technology areas covering medical electronics and nanotechnology (Leuven),
personalized medicine and cancer research (Heidelberg), high-performance biomedical materials and
Regenerative Medicine (Maastricht) as well as pharmacology and public health science (Copenhagen).
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Civic participation and quadruple helix collaboration
Do we also find some more innovative and/or participatory forms of collaboration within the Flemish
innovation ecosystem?
Belgium is crisscrossed by social, linguistic and political fault-lines.
In a context of democratic decay, citizen participation is often cited as the best way to repair
trust between citizens and their governments. It engages citizens to weigh in on local policy, help set
priorities on the political agenda, and voice their opinions on important (local) topics. Surveys,
participatory budgets, co-creation, and polling are just a few of the different methods for governments
and citizens can shape their environment together. Given the highly divisive and complex character of
Belgian politics, civic participation has traditionally taken place most actively on local level. Here, more
and more innovative best practices appear, sometimes even through European-wide initiatives.
Taking some examples of Ghent which confirm this impression. In 2017, a Ghent quadruple helix city
making lab was set up with the objective of using a methodology of an innovation cycle not only to
work out solutions in co-creation between government, science, business and civic society, but also to
work out future scenarios around a chosen priority and to determine realistic challenges and use cases
together. A partnership was set up between the City of Ghent, University of Gent, a research centre
for digital technology and a digital enterprise linked to the municipality to set up as the first pilot an
innovation trajectory starting from one of the priority challenges facing welfare and healthcare.
On an European level, (smaller) cities and their universities increasingly realise that they can benefit
jointly from more strategic and effective forms of co-operation. Ghent City and the University of Ghent
have therefore joined the EUniverCities network which addresses urban challenges in and around ten
medium-sized European cities by exchanging case studies and learning from each other about effective
approaches for collaboration and innovation. Nice to know that the newest member of the
EUniverCities network is Leiden (2022).

The University of Antwerp intends to profile itself as a driver of quadruple helix-based innovation
ecosystems through innovation hubs focussing on their three priority areas of valorisation: sustainable
chemistry & materials; metropolitanism, smart city, mobility & logistics; and infectious diseases &
environmental health. This is a starting project (2022) in the context of the university’s membership of
the Young Universities for the Future of Europe (YUFE) alliance. This network is a new (2019) initiative
based on the joint vision of ten young research-intensive universities and four non-academic partners
located all across Europe.
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To become a member, you must be a young university, see your future in Europe and want greater
connections and co-creation opportunities with citizens. Last but not least, members need to have
close ties to local and regional governments and businesses and to be part of triple (academia, industry
and government) or quadruple (academia, industry, government and civil society/public) helixes.
Initiatives like YUFE still need to proof their relevance but are certainly steps forward in facilitating
quadruple helix collaboration in the future.
Another example is Leuven where the city council launched its first large-scale participation campaign
under the slogan “Leuven, maak het mee” (a play on words that implies both “experience the city” and
“co-create the city”). The goal was to gather citizens’ ideas for the strategic multi-annual plan (20202025). In order to reach as many citizens as possible, the city launched a digital participation platform.
All of these projects are surely innovative, based on a dialogue between the municipalities and their
citizens, and are focussing on relevant urban development questions. They do not, however, relate to
larger regional planning visions or show any structural inclusion of other quadruple helix actors like
the university or the business sector.
In the last years, the Flemish regional government started to take into account the relevance of
broader collaboration including fostering links between the different societal actors. In its Speurgids
(Tracking guide) 2019, it gives an overview on the actors within the Flemish research, development &
innovation model from a quadruple helix perspective. While citizens are seen as taxpayers, consumers,
students, employees and civil servants, their role i.e. as co-producers of knowledge as it is appreciated
in the Anglo-Saxon context, does not appear in this list. Some funding (a mere €10m out of €3.668m..)
is earmarked for science labs and other programmes to keep the citizens informed about research and
technological developments. It indicates a limited approach to involving civic society in the research
and innovation process on regional level. Is this just the beginning and will there be a development
towards more mature models of participation, learning from local experiences around urban issues?
The future will show.

Observations
•
•
•
•
•

Triple Helix collaboration in Flanders based on vision ‘Flanders 2050’
Extensive spearhead cluster policy for a relatively small country (7 research-intensive
clusters!)
Driven by industry and supported by Flemish regional authority funding;
European cooperation between LifeScience clusters in 4 countries (Health Axis)
Strategic quadruple helix collaboration is still at the beginning.
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Epilogue

We close this syllabus with a fine illustration about the relation
between knowledge and internationalization. It is an old yet actual
infographic from the history of Leiden University.
In 1937, an exhibition travelled around the country around the
archetypal Dutch theme "Around Rembrandt”. It was an exhibition
without paintings. The visual material consisted largely of image
statistics, which made clear the relationships within Rembrandt's
work and between his work and the historical context. As
thoroughly Dutch as the theme was, the exhibition was created by
two foreigners who were refugees in the Netherlands: the
Austrian sociologist Otto Neurath and the German graphic artist
Gerd Arntz. We have reproduced on the cover page one of the
best-known statistics from that exhibition.
The figures refer to the University of Leiden, the oldest and in the
17th century by far the largest in the country. In 1650, more than
50% of Leiden students came from across the border. The current
15% is rather paltry by comparison. Of course the absolute
numbers are not comparable, but even the hundreds in 1650 must
have been experienced as a tremendous development in the small
town of the time.
The figure makes clear that the international character is the
original state of the universities, at that time with Latin as the
lingua franca. Only in the 19th century did universities take on the
form we know today, that of domestic heritage.
Neurath and Arntz make another point with their famous chart.
The Golden Age of the Netherlands - 1600-1670 - coincides
flawlessly with the greatest internationalization of the University
of Leiden. It is as if they want to say to the isolationist Netherlands
of the pre-war years: 'look what you get for talent with those
knowledge workers from abroad'. There is a historical connection
between international exchange of talent, open borders and an
open society on the one hand, and prosperity and cultural flourish
on the other.
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